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AM:  The Business Secretary has spent much of this week closeted 

in crisis meetings with the companies using the most energy in 

Britain. The steelmakers, pharmaceutical companies, cement 

makers, papermakers and many many more. 

 Mr Kwarteng, very straightforward question to start with. They 

say that they want a cap on energy prices, just like consumers 

have. Are they going to get one? 

K: What we are providing is a huge amount of support, as we 

have done over many years with the Energy Intensive Users 

Schemes where we support industry. And the other thing I would 

say about this, Andrew, is that only this summer we had an issue 

in terms of extending the steel safeguards and I work very closely 

with Treasury colleagues and also Dept of International Trade 

colleagues  to extend those safeguards, and as you know I’m 

very, very focused on protecting our industries. 

 

AM: We’ve been hearing industry bosses all week saying if we 

don’t get a lot more help my factor will close, my factory will close, 

there’ll be this shortage, there will be that shortage. Straight 

question. Do you believe them? 

K: I think it’s a critical situation. Clearly, you know, I’m speaking 

to industries as you’ve  said all the time and high gas prices, 

they’ve quadrupled this year, are making an impact. And that’s 

why I’m as you say, speaking to people, listening and trying to 

work out a way forward. 

 

AM: We are told, we read that you’ve asked for billions from the 

Treasury either for a price cap or for some kind of winter help for 

industries. Is that true? 
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K: I have not asked for billions. We’ve got existing schemes. I’m 

working very closely with Rishi Sunak, the Chancellor, to get us 

through this situation. I think he showed a great deal of flexibility 

when he allowed £500 million to be dispersed by local authorities 

for vulnerable consumers and we’re working to see what we can 

do in terms of protecting industry. 

 

AM: So no extra help at all for energy companies? 

K: Well, that’s a separate issue.  So you’re quite right. I’ve been 

very clear that we’re not going to bail  out failing energy suppliers. 

Typically, as I’ve said before, between 5 and 8 companies leave 

the market every winter. 

 

AM: So same question about the energy intensive companies, the 

steelmakers and so on. Is there going to be government, extra 

government help for them this winter or not? 

K: As I’ve said, we are looking to find a solution. I mean they’re 

different from – 

AM: That sounds like yes. 

K: No, it doesn’t like yes at all. We already have existing support 

and we’re looking to see whether that’s sufficient to get us 

through this situation. 

 

AM: But you’ve been told that major, major factories, major 

production centres might have to close this winter.  You used to 

pooh-pooh the idea that we’re going to go to a three day working 

week or back to the 70s, any of that as scaremongering nonsense, 

but it is beginning to look as if the situation is really quite serious. 

K: I think it’s a challenging situation but as I’ve always said, the 

energy supply is not an issue. We’ve got security of supply, we’ve 

got flowing sources of gas and electricity. We’ve got a diversity in 

terms of our electricity generation mix. We’ve got a bit of nuclear, 

we’ve got renewable, we’ve got gas. And through that mix I think 

we’ve got a great deal of resilience. And this is a global problem, 

Andrew as you know. 
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AM: I was going to say that. In the short term like me in a sense 

you are just an observer of the  international energy crisis. There’s 

nothing that you or the British government can do to bring this 

crisis down? 

K: Well there are two things. So there’s the international gas 

prices which you’ve observed is not in our power to change.  

AM: We just have to watch it. 

K: What I can do is provide as much support as I can for industry 

and consumers. And as you will know the key lever, the key way 

we can protect consumers if through the price cap.  You will also 

know that many of the  industry players have suggested  maybe 

we lift the price cap, maybe it’s a temporary change to it, but I’ve 

been very resolute and clear the price cap stays. 

 

AM: A temporary change you’ve said. A lot of the industry would 

like you to shift the next change in the price cap from April back to 

January. They say that would help them hugely. Is that something 

you’re looking at? 

K: So, let me very clear about the price cap. The price cap was set 

in August for the six month period between the 1st of October and 

the 1st of April. That isn’t going to change.  

AM: It’s not going to change? 

K: That’s not going to change and I’ve been very clear about that. 

The reason why it isn’t is because we need to protect consumers. 

That’s been my first and foremost objective. To protect consumers 

from the wild spikes in prices. 

 

AM: OFGEM haven’t ruled out that price cap going up by £800 in 

April. Is there a limit in your mind as to how high that could 

possibly go? Will you intervene if it’s going up by a thousand 

pounds, two thousand pounds, three thousand pounds? 

K: My primary focus, my hundred percent focus actually is getting 

through the next few months. I can’t speculate on  what the price 

cap will be in the 1st of April to 1st October period next year. It’ll be 
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set, as you know, probably in February but of course nobody 

knows what the wholesale price of gas will be in four months time. 

 

AM: So what happens if there’s a really bad cold winter? 

K: Well, if there’s a really bad cold winter the price cap stays. So 

there’s a limit as to how much consumers will pay. We also have 

fuel  

AM: But what the companies? 

K: We also have Winter Fuel payments and we’ve also got the 

Warm Home discount. So our primary focus on protecting 

consumers, particularly vulnerable ones stays. With respect to the 

energy companies there is pressure, as you’ve heard earlier in the 

programme. We’ve got what’s called the SOLR Process, which 

stands for Supply of Last Resort. It’s been holding up pretty well 

and I’m –  

AM; But there are real worries about that now aren’t there? I 

mean if several million customers are suddenly thrown into that 

system costing billions and billions of pounds for whoever picks 

them up, there are real doubts in the industry whether that 

system can survive.  

K: So the system was tested – has been tested the last month 

actually and it exists and it’s important that viewers recognise this. 

It’s existed for a number of years and typically five to eight 

companies leave the market every year. This year, as you say, 

there have been more and the system has been pretty robust. And 

I speak to the Chief Executive of OFGEM, I speak to the industry 

every day and we examine on a daily basis whether the system 

can withstand the  companies leaving the market, and it has so far 

managed to do that. 

 

AM: If one of the big six went, would the Supplier of Last Resort 

System, are you absolutely sure be resilient and robust enough to 

survive? 

K: I’m absolutely sure that we will have mechanisms to deal with 

that. 
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AM: That’s not a yes.  

K: Well no, the Supply of Last Resort has worked very effectively 

up till now and  

AM: But they’re in new territory now. 

K: There is, but there are two levers if you like. There’s the Supply 

of Last Resort, there’s a thing called the SAR which is the Special 

Administrative Regime, between the  two we are confident that we 

can absorb whatever happens and that above  all consumers, 

customers will have no disruption in supply. That’s an important –  

 

AM: Are you war gaming the collapse of one of the big six? 

K: I speak to the industry, as you know, and I speak to Jonathan 

Brearley who’s the CEO of OFGEM, the regulator of a daily basis 

and I have done for the last six weeks and we’re always looking at 

ways in which the system might be vulnerable, but we’re also 

increasingly confident that what we have now can see us through 

the winter. 

 

AM: Are we going to see new levies on gas bills to fund low 

carbon heating? 

K: No, we’re not, we’re not going to see that. 

 

AM: You’re not going to move the levies from electricity bills to 

gas bills? 

K: We’re not going to do that certainly in the period of the next 

price cap.  

 

AM: Would you get rid of green levies entirely because some 

countries have done in this situation? 

K: I think when we look at the gas situation, our reliance on gas, 

the fact that high gas prices they’ve quadrupled have left us, the 

whole work actually exposed in this way. I’m one of those who 

thinks  that we need more renewable. We need to double down 

on the age of transition. We need to invest in hydrogen as we’re 
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doing and get a better diversity of supply away from fossil fuels 

and that’s exactly where we’re going. 

 

AM: Can I ask you about another big issue. Of the 5,000 HGV 

visas that the Prime Minister announced how many people have 

actually applied for those? 

K: Very few.  

 

AM: Do you know the number? 

K: I think it’s probably double digits but I’m not sure the exact 

numbers. Is it 27 or 30? 

AM: I think it was reported at 29 at one point. 27, I beg your 

pardon, you were right and I was wrong. 27. Almost none 

compared with what we need. So my question is, what happens 

now? 

K: So it’s a very interesting point. So the reason why the visa 

hasn’t been taken up is that there’s a shortage right across the 

world actually. I was just reading an article about the US where 

there’s a huge shortage of drivers. There’s a huge shortage – 

pressure on the supply chain and the reason why people aren’t 

coming is that there are shortages in their own country.   

 

AM: I understand the reason, I’m just wondering what we’re going 

to do about it as a country. 

K: I think the main thing, I mean and Grant Shapps has  been 

very clear about this, we’re actually attracting more and more 

people, British people to the HGV driver profession. More and 

more people are applying and I think that’s the key. We’ve got to 

train people in our country with the skills to do those jobs.  

 

AM: We were told five and a half thousand poultry visas have 

been allowed. Do we know how many of those? 

K: I don’t. I mean poultry is probably a DFRA issue. Different 

department, but I can certainly get back to you on the data.  
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AM: You’ve got a big decision coming this week on your desk 

whether or not to approve the Aquind Cable Project in 

Portsmouth. Now since Aquind started that project it and other 

associated businesses owned by Russian Viktor Fedotov have 

given £700,000 to the Conservatives and the public face of 

Aquind, who’s Alexander Temerko has also publicly donated over 

£700,000 to the Conservatives. If you approve that deal surely 

you have to give the money back. 

K: So the way in which these deals are done – not the deal – we 

rely on official advice, so Secretary of State I will get official advice 

as to whether to approve or reject the application. And I will be 

guided by that advice.  It would be pre-emptive for me to say 

which way  -  

AM: You have said you’re in favour of this in the past, haven’t you, 

of the project? Therefore some people say are  you the right 

person to take the decision? 

K:  I’ve said – I’ve never commented on this specific, specific 

project. I’ve said very broadly that I’m very much in favour of 

more interconnectors because they can actually get electricity 

sources of power cheaply from the continent, and in many cases it 

helps with our decarbonisation. Because certainly in France a lot 

of that power is generated through nuclear power. So broadly I’m 

in favour of interconnection.  I haven’t said anything about this 

specific project. 

 

AM: Two tranches of £700,000 from two Russian businessmen into 

the Conservative Party after which they get a deal that they really 

want, that doesn’t look great. Should you not – I ask again – give 

the money back? 

K: I think you’re confusing things because I’ve said –  

AM: don’t think I am. Money comes in, you take the decision, 

should you give it back? 

K: No, no no. I’ve said very explicitly and as clearly as I can, and 

I’ll say it again, I will be relying on official advice. The officials 

have not been compromised or been funded by these 
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businessmen and they will have an objective view and I will be 

strongly guided by it. 

 

AM: Final question. Are you absolutely sure the lights will stay on 

this winter? 

K: Yes, I am.  

 

ENDS  


